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1. INTRODUCTION AND Nommox 
It is well known that, if G is a group and n/l is a @-mod& then the second 
cohomology gsoup H2(G, IV) is in one-one correspondence with the set of 
equivalence classes of extensions E of M by G, in which the action of G on 
M induced by conjugation in E is the same as the action defined by the C-module 
iV. Furthermore, one can define an addition on the classes of extensions, which 
makes this one-one correspondence into a group homomorphism, It is the 
object of this paper to provide a similar interpretation for the higher cohomology 
groups H”(G, M) (n > 3). 
Yn Section 2, we shall start by reviewing this interpretation of H2(G, IV). Tkhis 
material is standard, and further details can bc found in [§, Chap. 4, Sects. 
3-41. We shall then develop the interpretation of H3(G, M). Followiag Whitehead 
[7] and Whitehead and Mac Lane [8], we define a crossed sequence to be an 
exact sequence of the form 0 --t M - A + B - G + 1) in which A and B are 
groups and M maps into the center of A, together with an action of B on A 
that corrnnutes with the sequence in a natural mar,ner. %Ne then define an cq.ui- 
valence relation on these sequences, and make the set of equivalence classes into 
an Abelian group H”(G, M)*. The zero element of H3(G, F&)* will consist of 
those sequences that are derived from a single group X, with A (i X, XU = G 
and X/M = B, where X induces the given action of B on A. It is not difficult 
to see that the G-kernels with center M, as defined by Eiienberg and Mac Lane 
131, correspond to those sequences in which M maps onto the center of A. This is 
&own in the papers of Cobbe [I] and Cobbe and Taylor [2]. It foollows, using 
Proposition 2.7(i) below, that our interpretation of H3(G, AF) is essentially 
the same as that given in [3]. In Section 3, we define the groups Hn(G, lid)” 
(n > 4) in a similar manner. The elements are equivalence classes of certain. 
exact sequences of length 71, and the zero element consists of those sequences 
that, in a certain sense, can be derived from sequences of length a?; - 1. This 
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interpretation of H”(G, X) real@ amounts to a combination of the crossed 
sequence idea and Yoneda’s interpretation of Exton(31, :V), which is described 
in [5, Chap. III, Sect. 51. 
In Section 4, we investigate the functorial properties of W(G, 34)*, and show 
that, for any exact sequence of G-modules 0 + L + 31-+ M + 0, there is an 
exact sequence 
H’(G, L)’ + H*(G, M)* -+ H2(G, X)* + H3(G, L)v -+ IP(G, M)’ + ..a. 
This, together with the fact that H”(G, .M)- is zero whenever X is an injective 
G-module, will enabIe us to deduce that the functors W(G, M) and W(G,M)* 
are equivalent. .A more direct proof of this, using free crossed resolutions of 
groups, will be published by J. Huebschmann. We shall also show that, if G 
and .M should both be finite, then any element of H”(G, X)* can be represented 
by a sequence of finite groups and modules. 
Modules mill usually be written additively, and groups multiplicatively, but 
since the exact sequences that we shall be considering will contain both moduIes 
and groups, there may occasionally be some confusion. If K is a group or a 
module, then IK will denote the identity map on K, and lK or 0, will be the 
trivial map on K. If K CL, then i: K + L and p: L + L/K will be the insertion 
map, and the canonical epimorphism, respectively. Given maps 3: N + K and 
/?: .M+L with (M)a -CZ(K) and(M)/l CZ(L), we denote the pushout ((KxL)!.V 
with S = {((m)n)n, (-m),8) i m E MM)) by K v .1I L, and we denote the image of 
(k, I) in K vat, L by (R, I)+. Dually, given maps (Y: K + G and j3: L + G, we 
denote the pullback ({k, I) ’ (A).2 = (I)/?} C K x L) by K hG L. If G is a group 
and g E G, then C, will denote the automorphism A -+ g%g of G. 
2. H’(G, .M)* AhD Hs(G, Af)* 
If M is a G-module, vve define Y2(G, M) to be the set of exact sequences 
(which vve write as (E, ‘F)), where rr is a homomorphism from the additive group 
&l to the multijdicati~e group E, and E induces the module action of G on M, 
by conjugation. Two extensions (E, T), (D, o) E Ys(G, M) are equivalent, if 
there is an isomorphism 4: E-+ D inducing the identity on both iv and G. 
The equivalence class of (E, T) is written as [(E, T)], and the set of equivalence 
classes in P(G, M) is denoted by H*(G, MM)*. Addition in -9s(G, N) is defined 
by the Baer sum, i.e., (E, T) I (D, a) = (C, p), where 
C = E ; D = (E hGD):‘B with B = {((m) rl , (-m) q) ! m E M}. 
.%I 
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This induces an -4belian group structure cn EP(G, -Ii)*, in which G is the 
seAmidirect product G.&Z, and -(I?, T) = (E, G), :&se o1 = -7: and ot = r2 . 
Fe now proceed to the definition of HS(G, HI)“. 
DEFNiTIOK 2. I. Ya(G, :%I) is the set of crossed sequences ((M: ~j. ,y): ::-here 
(M. T) is an exact sequence 
and ,y: X3 + Xut(ATJ is a homomorphism, satisfykg the foiIoa-ing conditions: 
(ij ri is a homomorphism from the additir-e G-module X into the 
maitiplicative group 31e , with (J+r EZ(.V,j, and TV and 73 are group homo- 
morphism; 
(iij for 111 E J& , (m)rrx = C,* ; 
(iii; for ~ti E A$ and n E Al3 , ((m)(n)x)~~ = ((m)~&,, ; 
(iv) the action of G on X induced by rr : ~a and x is the sauce as the 
G-module action. (It follows from (i) and (ii) that this acticn is weil de&ed). 
We shah abbret-iate ((M, T), x) by (-M, T), xx-* en h there is no confusion. ii: 
X2 is Abelian. then x simply defines a G-moduie structure on 3& , Tn this case, 
we ma;- write 3Za additively. 
If ((k, Tjl x), ((N, o), 4) E .P(G. -If), then we define 
((M r), X) T ((N. Qj, JJ) = ((L. ~j, w). 
ii-here L, = -1T2 V.,f S, , La = -I!Ia AG -1-s , LU is indticed by (,y: $) on J13 x -1-s ,
and 
WP, = (i45 7 1)’ = (I, (!i!)O1jL (??l E X), 
((m, n)+)p, = ((nr)T* , (n)uJ (m E :%I2 ! n E -1-J 
and 
((m $>Ps = (45 = (4% (m E 3~~ , I! E -~-~j. 
Addition is easily seen to be associatke and commutative. 
If ((M. Tj, x) E P(G, M) and ((N, Q), 4) 5 .Y3(H, S). then &: ((M, ~j, xj -+ 
((N, o), #j is 2 homomorphism, if there is a commutatk diagram 
such that for ail EI E :I& and n E X3. we have 
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This implies, in particular, that +r is a G-module homomorphism, w-here K is 
made into a G-module, using rj4 . 
If (M, v), (N, o) E P(G, A4), we write 
(M, 4 --+ (N, 4 
if there is a homomorphism +:(M, 7) -+ (N, o) with & = IM and +4 = Io . In 
contradistinction to the case a = 2, 4 need not be an isomorphism, so + is 
not in general symmetric. We define 
W, 4 - (N, 4 
if there exists a chain (M, 2) = (Ml, +), (Me, P) ,..., (NT’, 7’) = (N, o) in 
Ya(G, J4), such that for each 1 < i < r - 1, either (M’, -8) --t (NIi+l, 4J) or 
(M”1, $4) -.+ (Mi, vi). Then N is clearly an equivalence relation, and we write 
[(M, T)] for the equivalence class of (M, v) and P(G, M)* for the set of equi- 
valence classes. Define 0 E Y*(G, J4) to be the sequence 
where 1 is the trivial map, with the G-module action of G on M. If (M, v) E 
YS(G, Jf), we &fine -(M, v) to be the sequence 
The proof of the following lemma is straightforward, and similar to the case 
n = 2. 
LEM&L% 2.2. Addition in Y3(G, ik?) induces a well-dejtaed addition in 
EP(G, -Id)*, and [(M, T)] t [0] = [(M, T)] fur all (M, T) E Y3(G, IM)~. 
Our aim, of course, is to show that H3(G, 31)* is a group, for which it is 
sufficient to prove that [(M, T)] - [-(M, T)] = [O]. Before doing this, w-e 
define another relation in P(G, Jf), which will turn out to be the same as N. 
We say that ((M, T), x) E P(G, IV) coIlapses to (X, p), if it is derived from 
a single group X, i.e., if there exists a commutative diagram 
such that 
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are both exact, and for all m E M, and x E X we have 
Ghl)Cz = (ce4 P*XI.Pl * 
We write (M, 7) w (N, u) if (M, T) + (-(N, u)) collapses. Then we have 
LEA1hI.A 2.3. ($4, T) M (N, a) ;f and dy if there exists a group X, and 2 
commutative diagram 
1 1 
where the diagonal sequences are exact, (I~~)K~ n (L\>)& = (?d) QIC~ , cind Co~~U&Z- 
tion in X corresponds to the given actiotrs of :%f3 on %!z and >v; cn -A’? , #sing K; 
andA,.. 
LEMMA 2.4. (ij The set of collapsing sequences is closed under addition. 
(ii) If (M, ~j and (M, z) + (N, o) both colEapse, then so does (N, G). 
Proof (i) Suppose (M, 7) and (N, o) collapse to (X. EL) and (Y, hj, respec- 
tively. Then (M, 7) + (N, o) collapses to (2, K), w-here Z = X o.y4 Y, and x 
is induced by (t.~, 7~). 
(ii) Suppose (M, T) and (M, T) + (N, a) coliapse to (X> p) and (Y, xj, 
respectively, and let 
be the natural maps. Then (N, e) collapses to (2, wj, where 2 = (X ~~‘3 YjIB 
(using pFLa : X + Ms, &p: Y + JIa), where B = {((m)pl , (m) heir,) ’ m E ..%I*}, 
(njK1 = (1, (n)jA&+ (n E AT.& and ((x, y)+jKs = (yj &q (.v E X$1 E Yj. 
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LEMMA 2.5. (i) If (M, T) -+ (N, Q), then (M, 7) % (N, 0). 
(ii) e is an equivaknce relatio-n. 
(iii) If (M, T) collapses, then (M, T) - 0. 
(iv) - and w are equal. 
Proof. (i) Suppose w-e are given a homomorphism& ((M, ‘F), x) + ((N, o), +) 
with #i = I.%r and #r = I, . Let X = WJs be the semidirect product, using 
#ax: :M, -+ -4ut(:Ya). Then we have a diagram as in Lemma 2.3, where A, and us 
are the natural maps, (wz)q = ((m)rs, (HZ-~)&) (m E iW,) and ((WE, n))h, = 
(m)#&+7 (m E M3 ) n E .x2). 
(ii) By choosing 4 to be the identity in (i), we see that = is reflexive, and 
sylmmetry follows from Lemma 2.3. Suppose (M, T) w (N, a) and (N, a) = 
(L, p). Then, by definition and Lemma 2.4(i), (M, T) L (-(N, o)) 7 (N, o) f 
(-(L, p)) collapses. As +! is reflexive, (-(N, Q)) - (N, o) collapses, and the 
result follows from Lemma 2.4(ii). 
(iii) Suppose (M, T) collapses to (X, IA). Define ((N, o), #) E .P(G, M), 
by 
3-z = 31 x Ms ) -1; = x, (@Ul = (m, 1) (m E Jq, 
((m, n))us = (n)pg (m E A!!, II E .ll&) and (A++ = (x) /.~a~s (x E X). 
The action # of X on M x lVa is given by the action of G = (X) hrs on iW, 
and the action of X on (:Ua)pa by conjugation. Then there is a homomorphism 
(p: (N, o) + (M, 7) defined by 
and so (N, u) - (M, 7). We can define the homomorphism q: (N, o) + 0 by 
and the result follows. 
(iv) If (M, 7) -(N, CJ), th en it follows from (i) and (ii) that (M, x) a 
(N, o). Conversely, if (M, x) M (N, u), then by (iii), (M, x) + (-(N, cr)) N 0, 
and so, by Lemma 2.2, 
(M, 4 -I- (-(I’& 4) + (N, 4) - (N, 4. 
By (i), (-(N, o)) J- (N, o) % 0, and so, by (iii) and Lemma 2.2, (M, T) - (N, o). 
We can now prove the main result of this section. 
THEOREM 2.6. H*(G, M)“ is an additive group, whose zero element consists 
of all collapsing sequences in .Y3(G, M). 
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Proof. By Lemma 2.5(i), (iv), (M, T) - (--(MI, T)) - 0 for ail (iM, X-) E 
F(G, X), and so H3(G, >a)% is a group. [0] consists of al! (M, Tj with (M, r? - 
0.0 collapses to the semidirect mroduct GA& and SO by Lemma 2.4(C), (M, 7) -- 
0 implies that (M, :) collapses. This, together with Lemma 2.5(Z) compktes 
the proof. 
We conclude this, section, by showing that, in see&g a representative oi 
elements of Hs(G, ..lf)v in .Ya(G, JI)“, u-e can impose certain cozdirions on X2 . 
?ROPOSITIOS 2.7. Let ((MT ‘c), x) E .Y3(G, -If). The?? 
(ij There exists (N, a) v (M, ~j such that (ii)~l = Z(Ss). 
(ii) There exists (L, p) h (M, Tj such that L, 2 Abelian [and hence n 
G-:-moddej. 
Proof. (i) Let 1 -+ R ji F -PP G + 1 be a free presentation of G, S-ith 
Z(R) = i. -1s R and F are free, we can find group, homo-morphisms Y: F + X3 
and 6: R + :I& ‘, satisfying ar3 = p and ,3 r. = II. Let X = FM2 ‘be the se,mf- 
direct product, using ax: F - Aut(X,). Then there is a diagrarr es in Lemme 2.3: 
x,&h A172 = R x A! and -\w3 = F, where (~z)cT~ = (1: --PI). ((P, m))a, = (;I;, 
g3 = p, IQ and Xs are the natural maps, ((r, f7z))il = ((I-)!‘, (r”) 9(m)p) and 
((f, m))~, = (f)~~(rn)~~ . As [(R x M)h, , (M.&J = 1. we can use S to defne 
an action cfF on R x AZ, and as (~11)~~ = Z(R x Mj, this proves (i). 
W \ -I By (i), we may assume that [:Wz , X,: r? (dP)r, = i. Thus v-e c21= 
define (L, p), by L, = A&;[Jf, , MJ and L, = :lt&,!(~J& , M&2 ~ where p is 
induced by 7, and then define 4: (M, x) -+ (L, p) to ‘oe the projection aa?. 
3. H”(G,M)x (n 2 4) 
In this section, w-e generalize the resuits of Section 2 to tiie theory of long 
exact seqilences of modules and groups. The croofs are similar to the case 
n = 3, and so u-e shall not give details. 
DEFISITIOS 3.1. .Y”(G, -II) is the set of pairs ((M, -r)? ,y), w-here 
0 - II& J& ‘, MS - “‘--+ xn,_, - _ 1R m-1 jr i- G - ; 
is exact, 7, : IIT-+ &?a is a homomorphism of G-modules, 2nd ((M”, 5*), ,y) E 
Y”-i(G, &/(!!!)~r), u-here :vl;” = &&, (2 < i < 1z - i), 7: is induced bp 7p , 
and 7-F = 7iAl (2 < i < n - 1). Thus zWi is a G-module for i < I; - 2, 
(Mn&n--L C Z(J&-,), and x is a homomcrphism X3 + Aut(JC~J satisf@ng 
Definition 2. I. 
If ((M, T), x), ((N, Q), $) E -4D3(G, JJ), th en we define their sum to be ((L, p), w): 
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w-here L, = M2 v,,., X2 , Li = :%& x Xi (3 < i < n - l), L, = &i,, AC h’, , 
w is induced by (x, #), and p is induced by (‘F, u), as in the case n = 3. 
WK 4,(N, 4 E ~‘W, W, then (M 7) - (N, 4, (M, 3 - (N, 4, [(M, T)] 
and H”(G, M)* are defined as in the case n = 3. We define 0 E 9*(G) .iM) to be 
O-.M~M-O---O-G IG -G---+1, 
and we define -(M, T) to be (M, 7) with 71 replaced by -7r. Then we have 
LJZWVLA 3.2. Addition in Yn(G, M) induces a well-defined addition in 
Hn(G, M)*, with ifentity element [O]. 
We sav ((M, T), X) E Y*(G, Iw) collapses to (X, p, A, #), if there is a com- .o 
mutative diagram 
where ((X, g), 4) E .Yn-l(G, ;M,), each hi is surjective, and X: ((X, l.~), #) -+ 
(@I*, T*), X) is a homomorphism (with (M*, T*) as before, and h, : :Vs+ 
Jl,/(~M)~r the projection map). We write (M, T) w (N, 0). if (M, v) + (-(N, o)) 
collapses. Then we have 
together with w: X,, + Aut(X,,,), such that h and A’ are surjectiee sequence 
homomorphisms, h and pi are injectise with pJ; = ,u& = 0, 
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Zies in .P-l(G, (Im(p,), Imp)), (Ker(AJ, Ker(4)) = Xi (2 < i < ~a - 2): 
(Ker(h,,), Ker(X:& = Ker(AnSl~,) and Im&) r! Im&;) = Irn(r&. 
We can now prove Lemmas 3.4 and 3.5, w-hose statements are identicai :c 
those cf Lemmas 2.4 and 2.5. We give proofs only in two cases. 
plpof of Lemma 3.5(i). Assume qk ((M, T), x) -+ ((N, Q), +) is a homomor- 
,$hism, with & = I.M and $n+l = Ic . We construct a diagram as in Lemma 3.3, 
as follows. Put Xi = :Mi, x lYiyl x A’; (2 < i Q E - 2) and Xnml. = -Z,J,, 
(the semidirect product, using &J). hi and hi are the natural projections, for 
2 < i < )E - 2, and ((m, A))&, = m and ((m, k)jh~z-l = (m) &(k)~,-~ (m E -V,,; 
R E -Y,& TV is defined as follows: 
Finaily, we define w: X,+r + .Aut(X& b>- 
Proof ofLemma 3.5 (iii). Suppose (M, T) collapses to (X, lo., A). T5en we 
have (Xv, ;1*) + (M, T), where (X*, TV”) is the sequence 
As the left-hand of (X*, p,%) collapses to X2, we car prove, as in the case 
n = 3, t!m (XX, pLx) - (Xt, p+), where (X+, pt) is the sequence 
and clearly (x’, pL:) -+ 0. 
We can now prove the main theorem, exactiy as in the case :: = 3. 
THEORZX 3.6. For n >, 4, Hn(G, M)* is an ndditke group, whose 22~0 
ebrtent consists of a!1 collapsing sequences in .Y*(G, 31). 
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4. FIXCTORLIL PROPERTIES OF Hn(G,ilf)*, 
AND THE CO~IXCTIXG HOMOMORPHISM 
PROPOSITIOX 4.1. (i) Let (x: &l+ :V be a homomorphism of G-modules, and 
(M, 7) E Y”(G, JJ), (n > 2). Then there e.rists (N, 0) E -P(G, :I’) and a homo- 
morphism CC (M, 7) + (N, Q), with 4 = 01 and anll = lo . AlZ such (N, a) are 
equivalent, and 3 induces a well-dejned homomorphism a+: H”(G, M)* + 
H”(G, .A’)-. If LX, ,t?: M --f ..A’ are G-homomorphisms, then (3 - ,fI)’ = 0~~ + /?+. 
(ii) Let 3: H-+ G be a homomorphism of groups, and (M, 7) E .Y*(G, ;M). 
Then there exists (N, a) E 9’*(H, M) (where M is an H-module, using a) and a 
humomorphism 3: (N, o) + (M, T , with 9 = Ilf and CX~,~ = 1~. -311 such (N, o) ) 
are equivalent, and 01 induces a well-defined homomorphism CX+: H”(G, M)X -+ 
H”(H, M)“. 
Proof. This is well known in the case n = 2 (see [5] or [4, Chap. 9]), and 
the proof for n > 2 is similar. 
(i) Implies that H”(G, -)* is an additive fimctor of .J4, and (i) and (ii) 
imply that H*(-, -)* is a functor in the category of pairs (G, Jf). 
Now suppose 0 + X -+L +a Al + 0 is an exact sequence of G-modules, 
and (M, z) E -Yn(G, &J). We define t ” : cP(G, M) + .9”“(G, A-) by ((M, 7))tn = 
(Me, T”), M-here (M*, r*) is the sequence 
(Sote that in the case n = 2, the action of .&la, onL is provided by the G-module 
action on L.) The proof of the following lemma is straightfroward. 
LEanMA 4.2. (i) t, induces a cell-dejned homomorphism t,i: Hn(G, M)* + 
H”+‘(G, 3)“. 
(ii) If 
is a commutatke diagram of G-modules with exact rows, and (M, T) E Yn(G, M), 
then 
The following proposition can be proved using the results of Sections 2 and 3. 
We omit the proof. 
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PROPO~ITIOX 4.3. If 0 +Ll’ --+I L -d :li + 0 is an esaci sequelzce of G-maides 
then the inj%zite sequence 
Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3 prove that II”(G, A, ’ lx Ilr > 2) is a connected sequence , . , 
of functors. 11-e also ha\-e 
LESIJIA 4.4. If 31 is an injectice G-module, then WIG, :?a) * = 0 fcr n > 3. 
Proof. Let (M, r) E Yn(G, iv). By Proposition 2.?(i), -3-i-e may assume that 
3fa is a G-module, and hence, as -14 is injective, >Ia = S x di fcr some -G- 
module -I-. Then, by choosing X, = A!& x di (or rhe semidirecr product 
iv.& Lsing Ts : aI3 --+ G, when n = 3), it is easily seen That (MT T) collapses. 
It is weli-known that H2(G, AI)* and HZ(G, Zi) are equivalent fmctors, 2nci 
from the standard theory of the cohomologp of groups, we know that ilY(G: %I) 
and W(G, -11) are zero when -%f is G-injective. Furthermore, if A’. i. -?I are as 
in Lemma 4.3, then there is an exact sequence 
THEOREM 4.5. iP(G, ;M)* is equkalent, as a ~~.SL~CTCT c;f 32; to Hn(G, Yi;S> 
for n ,) 2. 
&of. See, for example, [6, Theorem 3, p. 22i]. 
T:iEORZM 4.6. If G and .!W are both fnite, thez, ;br azy n > 2 and CWZT 
((M. T)$ x) E .P(G, IV), there exists (N, 0) w (M, T) such that .A’: is$ite for di i. 
Prooj. The result is clear for n = 2, and 17-e use induction on n. As JT z 
Eom(H, ill), as G-modules, there is an exact sequence of G-modules 
0 -+ M+ Hom(ZG, JI) - Hom(IG, J$) + 0, 
and, if ;IY and G are both finite, then so are Hom(%G, .ZIj and Hom(IG, AV:. 
Thus the associated connecting homomorphism -fn : -Y”(G, Hor~(lG, M)j --j. 
9’n-‘-l(G, -%I) maps sequences of finite modules to other such sequences. As 
II”(G, Hom(HG, AI)) = 0 for all n > 1 (see [4, Chap. 2)], t, induces an 
isomorphism H”(G, Hom(IG, :%I)) + W+l(G, :U), and the resu!t follo~vs. 
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